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Abstract—To find opportunities for applying prefactoring, several techniques for detecting bad smells in source code have been proposed. Existing smell detectors are often unsuitable for developers who have a specific context because these detectors do not consider their current context and output the results that are mixed with both smells that are and are not related to such context. Consequently, the developers must spend a considerable amount of time identifying relevant smells. As described in this paper, we propose a technique to prioritize bad code smells using developers’ context. The explicit data of the context are obtained using a list of issues extracted from an issue tracking system. We applied impact analysis to the list of issues and used the results to specify which smells are associated with the context. Consequently, our approach can provide developers with a list of prioritized bad code smells related to their current context. Several evaluations using open source projects demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

Code smell is an indicator of a design flaw or problem in the source code which can affect important maintainability aspects [1]. If applied properly, it can be solved by refactoring, which is a technique for improving the software structure without changing its functionality [2]. Code smells of many types are summarized as a smell catalog with their names [2], [3], [4]. Code smells are often introduced when implementing new features and often by developers with high workloads [5]. Several factors, such as bad design decisions and low priority assigned to software quality, can influence code smells [6]. A code smell detection strategy using a logical condition of code metrics has been proposed [4]. Code smell detectors of various types have been proposed by detecting these code smells automatically [7].

In an issue-driven software development project, development teams tend to adopt an issue tracking system such as Jira or Bugzilla to manage their lists of issues. The issue can be anything related to software change requests, e.g., bug fixing or feature implementation. When developers apply refactoring techniques to source code before implementing changes according to issues, we call this stage prefactoring phase [8]. Many studies have highlighted the importance of this prefactoring phase. Meng et al. [9] found that developers do not typically refactor their code unless they must change the code to fix some bugs or introduce new features. Bavota et al. [10] supported this statement by asserting the possibility that the only goal of refactoring, for developers, is to prepare source code for future changes. Given that situation, modules within the focus of the developers can be regarded as their context. Such modules are likely to have higher priority to fix code smell and improve code quality over others because fixing code smells in them might contribute to support of future implementation, i.e., improving the understandability and extendibility of the source code. However, most existing techniques for detecting code smells and recommending refactoring opportunities ignore such a context and output the results only from analyzing the whole source code without prioritizing the results or prioritizing them with factors that are not related to the context of the developer, e.g., the severity of each smell. Therefore, the time-consuming process of identifying relevant outputs is left to developers, which is similar to the fact that static analysis tools are not used well by developers because of numerous detected warnings [11].

A clear need for a context-aware approach for code smell detection is apparent in recent research in this area. Most respondents to work done by Yamashita et al. [12] state that developers need code smell detectors that support context-sensitive or domain specific strategies. Work done by Bavota et al. [10] suggests that the developer’s perspective should be considered when proposing refactoring recommendations. As described in this paper, we propose a technique to prioritize code smells from code smell detectors by considering developers’ current context. This technique specifically examines support of the prefactoring phase [8]. During the prefactoring phase, developers facilitate implementation by improving source code extendibility and understandability by refactoring the source code before implementing a feature. Using the proposed technique, change descriptions in an issue tracking system that are going to be implemented using a particular milestone are regarded as the developer context. Such changes are going to be implemented by modifying or extending existing modules in the source code. These existing modules can be located using impact analysis [8], [13]. We regard such modules as relevant modules because they are likely to be the location for implementation of the new features in the change descriptions. As a result, code smells that appear in relevant modules should be assigned higher priority so that the developers can readily distinguish them from irrelevant code smells. With support from our technique, developers can obtain a prioritized list of code smells based on their relevance.
We have evaluated our technique using four open source projects. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
1) showing the relevance between developers’ context and code smells can be a useful criterion for prioritizing code smells for prefactoring,
2) presenting a technique to use an issue tracking system to estimate the context of developers using impact analysis, and
3) presenting an empirical study related to context-based code smell prioritization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes our approach and its automated toolchain. Section 3 presents our evaluation. Section 4 presents a description of related work. Then Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

As described in this paper, we specifically examine support of an issue-driven software development project adopting an issue tracking system to manage their lists of issues. Assuming that such a project has a list of issues that must be implemented before a particular milestone, i.e., releasing major or minor versions, then such a list of issues is useful to estimate the developers’ context. We regard the modules that are likely to be modified as our estimation.

We propose a technique for prioritizing code smell detection results from existing code smell detectors by considering the list of issues in the issue tracking system that developers must solve. Figure 1 presents an overview of our technique. Each gray node represents a subprocess of our technique. The input of the process is a list of issue change descriptions obtained from the issue tracking system and the source code of the targeted project. The output is the prioritized list of code smells based on the relevance to the developer context. Our approach first uses impact analysis to obtain a list of modules that are likely to be the targeted modules of each change description. Next, we generate a list of code smells by application of an existing code smell detector with the source code of the focused project. Then, for each code smell in the list, we calculate the Context Relevance Index (CRI) based on the relevance of the prior result from impact analysis. Finally, we output the prioritized list of code smells ordered by the CRI value.

Our approach uses the existing impact analysis and code smell detection techniques. The following subsections present an explanation of these techniques and their application.

A. Using Impact Analysis

During software development process, developers can modify some modules to satisfy a change request, e.g., bug fixing or feature implementation. Developers might first use their experience, system knowledge, or technique such as feature location [13] to identify at least one module that is relevant to the change request. Then, they perform impact analysis to specify the full impact set, where the system is likely to be affected by such changes [8], [14].

Impact analyses of various types take different inputs, e.g., natural language query, execution scenario, or source code artifact [13]. Gethers et al. [15] proposed a combination technique to perform impact analysis depending on the source of contextual information available to each software project, e.g., information retrieval, mining software repository, or dynamic analysis.

Figure 2 presents an example of an issue in issue tracking system. We consider the information in Summary together with Description field as a change description. In our technique, impact analyses that take a change description $d$ and source code $C$ as inputs and provide a set of modules $M = \{\ldots, m, \ldots\}$ with their probability as outputs were the types that we chose because we specifically examine support of issue-based software development projects in which developers tend to implement features or fix bugs by following the change descriptions in an issue tracking system. In this situation, we assume that such a change description describes the new behavior of an existing feature, i.e., fixing a bug or improving functionality. These existing features can be located using impact analysis. Therefore, the located modules of these features can be candidates to be modified to achieve the change. Consequently, applying the
prefactoring technique to these modules is likely to support the developers’ implementation, i.e., improving understandability or extensibility of the source code. The impact analysis of this type suits our needs.

As described in this paper, we input a set of change descriptions $D = \{d_1, \ldots, d_n\}$ and source code $C$ to the impact analysis and obtain a series of sets of modules $\{M_1, \ldots, M_n\}$. As described herein, modules can be either classes or methods.

### B. Using Code Smell Detection Technique

Code smell detection generates a list of code smells from the targeted source code. One example of the approaches is to detect them based on particular metric values, e.g., lines of code (LOC). The input is the source code that we want to analyze. The output is a list of smells. Each smell consists of (type, entity, granularity, severity), where type stands for the type of the detected smell, entity signifies the module having the detected smell, granularity denotes the level of code smell consisting of subsystem, class, and method, and severity is an integer value representing the strength of the smell, for example, Marinescu defined in [16] as: “Severities are computed by measuring how many times the value of a chosen metric exceeds a given threshold”. Table I presents an example of code smell result from inFusion [17], a code smell detector that we used in this research. For example, the second row shows the Blob Class smell in `org.gjt.sp.jedit.Buffer` class with severity 7. We have omitted the package and class name of the method level smell.

In this approach, we apply the code smell detector and obtain the list of smells $S$.

### C. Context Relevance Index

To assign the priority of each smell, we define the Context Relevance Index (CRI) attribute. The value of the CRI attribute is calculated using the weighted summation of the number of the modules in the result from impact analysis that match each smell’s entity. The CRI of each $s \in S$ is definable as

$$CRI(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{m \in M_i} \begin{cases} w(m), & \text{if } match(m, \text{entity}) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

where the predicate $match(m, \text{entity})$ holds when module $m$ equals to or belongs to entity of each smell, and where $w(m)$ stands for the probability of each module. If $m$ is a method, and entity having code smell is also a method, then $match(m, \text{entity})$ holds when $m$ and entity are the same. For the case in which $m$ is a method, but entity having code smell is a class, $match(m, \text{entity})$ holds when $m$ is in entity class.

### III. Empirical Studies

#### A. Research Questions

We conducted an empirical study to validate our approach with the following research questions.

**RQ 1:** Which code smell granularity provides a better ranking: Coarse-grained or fine-grained?

**RQ 2:** Does the accuracy of impact analysis affect quality of the ranking?

**RQ 3:** Does context-based smell prioritization provide more relevant results than the severity-based smell prioritization?

The aim of these research questions is to validate the approach of using the context of developers to prioritize code smells. Details of the motivations of respective RQ are explained later.

#### B. Experimental Setup

1. **Experimental Implementation:** We have implemented an automated tool for use with the proposed technique. The chain is designed to connect with an existing impact analysis tool. When executed, our tool trigger a code smell detector to generate a list of smells and to calculate the CRI of each smell based on the relevance of the result from impact analysis.

2. **Impact Analysis:** We use tools proposed by Dit et al. [18] together with a TraceLab-based solution [19], [20] to compute the vector space model and latent semantic indexing. Then, we filter out the unrelated modules using the execution trace available in the dataset. These techniques were chosen because they are the impact analysis that take a text document such as a change description as a query and find a relevant code based on statistical methods. Figure 3 portrays our configuration in TraceLab which is based on [20].

   For smell detection, we use inFusion ver. 1.9.0 [17] because 1) it can detect code smells of 24 types such as Blob Class, Data Class, or Feature Envy, 2) all detected smells are associated with the severity score, and 3) its detection process can be automated. These characteristics suit our approach.

### Table I: Example Portion of Code Smell Detector Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP Breakers</td>
<td>org/gjt/sp/jedit</td>
<td>Subsystem</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blob Class</td>
<td>org.gjt.sp.jedit.Buffer</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Envy</td>
<td>buildDOM() : void</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 3. TraceLab configuration.
2) Data Collection: In this evaluation, four open source projects, ArgoUML\textsuperscript{1}, JabRef\textsuperscript{2}, JEdit\textsuperscript{3}, and ArgoUML\textsuperscript{4}, active open source projects, were our subjects because their data are available through the benchmark dataset [13] of Dit et al. The dataset includes the list of Summary and Description information, the list of executed methods, and the gold set methods of each issue during analyzed period. Table II presents information of our datasets including the size of the source code of the earlier version, the number of issues that we used in between two versions, and the number of smells detected by inFusion ver. 1.9.0 [17].

We first defined the oracle as a set of code smells that occur in the modules that were modified by developers during two releases according to the data in the benchmark dataset because these code smells are relevant to the developers' context as we discussed in the previous section. As for ArgoUML, we prepared the oracle by first applying the source code at version 0.22 to the code smell detector and obtained the result. Next, we used the gold set methods, the methods that were actually modified to solve extractable issues in JEdit’s issue tracking system, from the benchmark dataset during version 0.22 and 0.24. Finally, we intersected these two sets to obtain a list of smells that are actually related to the developer context. We applied the same process to JabRef ver. 2.0–2.6, JEdit ver. 4.2–4.3 and muCommander ver. 0.8.0–0.8.5.

Regarding the baseline of our evaluation, we used the original result from inFusion sorted by the severity of respective smells by applying a stable sort to the original result.

3) Data Analysis: To evaluate the results of our approach, we used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [21], [22], which is the normalization of Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG), as a criterion. DCG is a popular measure for evaluating the quality of ranking documents with the assumption that the relevant documents appearing in the higher position of the list are more useful than those appearing in the lower position of the list. Furthermore, each relevant item can be graded according to the degree of relevance using numerical number. Actually, DCG is calculable using the following formula:

\[ DCG_p = rel_i + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \frac{rel_i}{\log_2(i)} \]

where \( rel_i \) is the graded relevance of the result at rank \( i \) and \( p \) is the length of the given ranking. Then, nDCG can be computed by normalizing DCG as

\[ nDCG_p = \frac{DCG_p}{IDCG_p}, \]

where \( IDCG \) is the Ideal DCG, the maximum DCG value we can obtain from the ranking result.

The relevant documents in this study are the code smells that match the items in the oracle. The retrieved documents are the code smells in the result from the code smell detector. We defined \( rel_i \) as the number of issues in the dataset that are related to a code smell. Because our assumption is that solving a code smell related to multiple issues is more useful than solving one unrelated or related to only one issue, a code smell that relates to many issues is expected to have a higher degree of relevance when calculating nDCG.

Therefore, because our technique involves rearranging the result from a code smell detector and assigning a higher rank to relevant code smells, the nDCG of the result from our technique is expected to be higher than the baseline of our evaluation, i.e., the original result from the code smell detector.

We calculated the nDCG of the baseline and calculated the result from our tools ordered by the CRI of each smell for all subjects.

C. RQ 1: Which code smell granularity provides a better ranking: Coarse-grained or fine-grained?

1) Motivation: Code smell detection tools often classify smell granularity as coarse-grained or fine-grained, e.g., class level and method level. Solving code smells of both types is likely to improve the source code quality. If developers solve code smells in the module that they are going to modify, then it would support their implementation. In the case of coarse-grained smells, solving the code smell in one class is likely to support the implementation under that class, including implementation of the methods of that class as well. However, in the case of fine-grained smells, solving the code smell in one method is likely to help only the implementation under that method, even though the understanding of how to solve it is easier. Therefore, we suspect that, in context-based prioritization, coarse-grained and fine-grained granularity code smells would yield different ranking quality.

2) Study Design: To answer this question, we conducted two independent experiments. We applied our technique for fine-grained (method level) code smells in the first experiment and coarse-grained (class level) code smells in the second one. We used method level impact analysis to prioritize method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Size (LOC)</th>
<th># Issues</th>
<th># Method level smells</th>
<th># Class level smells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArgoUML</td>
<td>0.22–0.24</td>
<td>309,468</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JabRef</td>
<td>2.0–2.6</td>
<td>72,555</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEdit</td>
<td>4.2–4.3</td>
<td>140,592</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muCommander</td>
<td>0.8.0–0.8.5</td>
<td>88,455</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1}http://argouml.tigris.org/
\textsuperscript{2}http://www.jabref.org/
\textsuperscript{3}http://www.jedit.org/
\textsuperscript{4}http://argouml.tigris.org/
level code smells, whereas we used class level impact analysis for prioritizing class level code smells.

3) Results and Discussion: Figures 4a and 4b present results of our experiments. In the fine-grained case, our technique can provide ranking qualities with the minimum nDCG 0.37 and maximum nDCG 0.62. However, in the coarse-grained case, our technique can provide ranking qualities with the minimum nDCG 0.84 and maximum nDCG 0.96. As comparison of these two cases shows, the coarse-grained granularity code smell can yield a better ranking. Note that we used the vector space model with dynamic analysis (see detail in the next subsection) as an impact analysis because it produced the best result.

When comparing the ranking quality between baseline and the results obtained using our technique, in case of the class level code smell, our approach provides better ranking quality in every case. However, in the method level code smell case, our approach generates better ranking quality than the baseline for ArgoUML and jEdit projects, but fails to do so for JabRef and muCommander projects. We investigated the results and found that many smells have zero CRI, but they are related with the items in the oracle. Therefore, our approach predicted that these smells are unrelated to the developers’ context although they actually are related. One reason for that phenomenon might be the accuracy of impact analysis. Because our technique relies solely on the result of impact analysis, the accuracy of impact analysis can also affect the accuracy of our technique. That is to say, the impact analysis might have failed to locate the correct module that is the target of a change description. Consequently, our method incorrectly predicted that this smell is not related to the developer context and thereby assigned it to the lower rank of the list. The impact of the accuracy of impact analysis to our approach is discussed in the next sub section. The reason that this is not the case for class level smells is that module $m$ from impact analysis result must equal to or belong to entity of each smell $s$ when we calculate the CRI value of each smell. Therefore, the coarse-grained level code smells, such as class level code smells, tend to satisfy the criterion more than the fine-grained level code smells, such as method level code smells. This fact indicates that our technique is more appropriate for use with coarse-grained level code smells.

We conducted further investigation into the reason for this phenomenon by analyzing the commonality of issues in the
issue tracking system. As Figs. 5a and 5b show, most of the method were modified by only one issue, with the average issues per method of 1.17, 1.13, 1.28, and 1.13, respectively, for ArgoUML, JabRef, jEdit, and muCommander. However, there are many classes that were modified by more than one issue with the average issues per class of 1.37, 1.46, 2.01, and 1.36, respectively, for ArgoUML, JabRef, jEdit, and muCommander. In other words, method level smells are too fine-grained in terms of the commonality of issues, it is difficult to specify very relevant smells for the project’s context. Preferably, coarse-grained ones can be related to multiple issues. Consequently, solving code smells at the class level would contribute more to issue implementation than solving the code smell at the method level.

D. RQ 2: Does the accuracy of impact analysis affect quality of the ranking?

1) Motivation: In this study, we limit the input of the technique to only the source code and change descriptions to reflect real-world circumstances in which information availability is limited. Therefore, in our technique, the only criteria that would impact the ranking quality of our result are results from impact analysis. Investigating how different impact analyses affect the ranking quality can enable us to find the appropriate impact analysis for context-based code smell prioritization.

2) Study Design: To understand the impact of the accuracy of impact analysis, we selected some impact analyses from work by Gethers et al. [15] to observe differences related to accuracy among them. Their work’s aim is to integrate different impact analysis to improve the overall accuracy of each independent technique, but also showed that different impact analysis approaches yield different accuracies of the result. They discussed differences among combinations of these three techniques: information retrieval (IR), dynamic analysis (Dyn), and mining software repository (MSR). Actually, IR and the combination of IR and Dyn were our candidates because they require only the change description and execution trace, which are common during the processes of iterative software development. We excluded the technique of MSR because we want to limit the input of the technique to the source code and change descriptions. Regarding IR techniques, we use the vector space model and latent semantic indexing because they are both vector-based techniques but are applied with different mechanisms. Our assumption is that different techniques can be expected to influence the result of our approach, even though they are IR-based techniques. The next paragraphs present overviews of the respective techniques we used for this study.

Vector Space Model (VSM) is a model used mostly for information retrieval by representing documents and queries as vectors [23]. Then, the relevance of documents and queries is obtainable by calculating their mutual cosine similarity. For impact analysis, documents are source codes of a specific project; queries are change requests from the issue tracking system. The results then are the relevance between source code and change requests.

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [24] is based on VSM, with the intention to handle the situation of synonymy, a group of words that share similar meanings, and polysemy, words that have multiple meanings. Actually, LSI is used for assessment of the similarity between documents from the common words two documents contain rather than simple terms. The more common words they have, the more similar they are. Details of the techniques we used for this study can be found in an earlier report of the literature [15].

Dynamic Analysis (Dyn) uses the execution traces of the given program. In some cases, the execution trace of the specified change request is attached by the submitter. However, developers themselves can obtain it by reproducing the steps specified in the change request as well. Such run-time information is useful to filter out the result from IR technique because the modules that are not in execution trace are unlikely to be affected by the change request.

According to work by Gethers et al. [15], different cut points in the same technique also contribute to different accuracy of impact analysis. As described in the paper, the combination of different impact analysis might decrease the accuracy of impact analysis at certain cut points. Therefore, we also include different cut points of impact analysis into our assumption.

3) Results and Discussion: Figure 6 presents a comparison of nDCG value of different impact analysis. As the graph shows, each impact analysis and each cut point provide different nDCG values. In most cases, VSM+Dyn yields better results than VSM; LSI+Dyn yields better results than LSI. Additionally, higher cut points tend to generate better results than lower cut points. It is noteworthy that our intent is not finding the technique that can provide best result, but analyzing the impact of the accuracy of each technique.

We conclude that, when using different impact analyses, either IR-based alone or the combination of IR-based and dynamic analysis, one can expect that different techniques in the same IR-based category (VSM or LSI) or even different cut points in the same technique contribute to the quality of the ranking from our technique. Because the main characteristic that would differ among respective techniques is the accuracy, e.g., precision, recall, or F-1 measure, it would be natural to consider the relation between the quality of our result and the accuracy of impact analysis.

We considered the relation between nDCG and the accuracy of impact analysis using Spearman’s correlation coefficient to evaluate the association between two variables. By considering Fig. 7c, we can see the relation between nDCG and the F-1 measure of each technique. The value of Spearman’s correlation is approximately 0.37, indicating a weak but positive relation between the nDCG and F-1 measure. The reason underlying this weak relation might be the low value of F-1 measures.

Figure 7a presents similar results to those of the F-1 measure. The Spearman’s correlation value is approximately 0.24, also indicating a weak but positive relation between
E. RQ 3: Does context-based smell prioritization provide more relevant results than the severity-based smell prioritization?

1) Motivation: The main objective of this study is to propose that context-based smell prioritization can be an efficient method for the support of the prefactoring phase. Therefore, we answer this research question to ascertain whether context-based smell prioritization produces more suitable results for supporting the prefactoring phase than the severity-based approach.

2) Study Design: We applied our technique with the dataset at the class level because it can provide a better ranking, as discussed in RQ 1. We used the combination of VSM and Dyn at the cut point 40 items because this configuration could produce the best results according to RQ 2 in Fig. 6.

3) Results and Discussion: As Fig. 4b shows, the nDCG value of the results from our technique is higher than the nDCG of the baseline. Therefore, after prioritizing the list of smells using our technique, smells that are related to the developers’ context were on the higher rank of the list. As a result, the developers can specifically examine the top rank smells directly without specifying which smell is or is not related to their context.

Table III presents a comparison of the top ten ranking between the baseline and our approach. Each row displays the rank of the smell, type of smell, name of module having the smell, and number of issues actually modified in the module. We highlighted the code smell that is actually relevant to developers’ context, i.e., smells in our oracle. It is apparent that

nDCG and the precision value. We also suspect that the reason behind this relation is the low precision value.

However, when considering Fig. 7b which represents the results of nDCG value at different recall values, the relation between two variables can be understood. The calculated Spearman’s correlation value is approximately 0.48, indicating a moderate positive correlation. A tendency exists for high recall values to go with high nDCG values (and vice versa).

Therefore, we conclude that the accuracy of impact analysis tends to affect the quality of the ranking suggested by our technique. The higher the accuracy of impact analysis becomes, the better the quality of ranking our technique can provide. Moreover, because the correlation coefficient between nDCG and recall is higher than those between nDCG and precision, and nDCG and recall, it can be said that recall affects our technique the most. Therefore, our technique is more suitable with high-recall impact analysis.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the nDCG value between results obtained using different impact analysis approaches.

Fig. 7. Relation between the accuracy of impact analysis and the ranking quality of our technique.
The result of the baseline tends to be mixed between relevant and irrelevant smells while our approach tends to put relevant smells to the top of the list. Moreover, the number of related issues of each smell in the baseline tends to be scattered, i.e., sometimes with a high value at the top of the list and sometimes with a low value at the top of the list. In contrast, our approach tends to put code smells with the high number of related issues to the top of the list because our assumption is that solving code smell with the high number of related issues would be more beneficial to developers, i.e., improving understandability and extendibility of the source code, than solving the code smell with the low number of related issues.

We further analyzed the result by considering the 2nd rank of JEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That is the Blob Class smell of class org.gjt.sp.jedit.Buffer in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique. That smell became the 2nd smell of jEdit project in the result obtained using our technique.
understandability of source code for 12 issues. Therefore, if the developers realized the importance of this smell and fixed it, then it might be able to facilitate their implementation, i.e., improving the understandability of source code for 12 issues.

In contrast, when considering the 1st rank of muCommander project in the baseline that is the God Class smell of the class com.mucommander.ant.jnlp.JnlpTask was ranked 27th in the result from our technique. This is also true because our technique predicted that this smell is not related in any way with any issue in the issue tracking system. Our technique assigned zero CRI to this smell. We also investigated the actual change and found no issue implemented in this class. Consequently, if the developers picked the 1st smell in the original result from the code smell detector and fixed it, then it might not support their implementation for any issue at all.

This evidence indicates that a list of smells ordered by the relevance to developers’ context can support developers’ implementation more than the original order such as severity.

F. Threats to Validity

One biggest threat to construct validity is the oracle dataset that we used. Because the oracle was extracted based on the changes in version control repositories, it might lack some important modules that were not modified by solving the given issues but should be refactored. A typical example is the modules that were needed to understand to make changes; refactoring them contributes to improve understandability. Also, one can improve the extendibility of a module without refactoring it directly, but refactor another related module instead. However, it is not easy to extract such modules in an empirical way. Version control and issue tracking repositories do not contain such information in a formal way. Although the use of fine-grained interaction history of developers such as Mylyn logs [25] might be useful to confirm the context of developers more explicitly, collecting the histories of such type is another challenge [26].

IV. Discussion

A. Context vs. Severity: Which is Better in General?

Many studies have been proposed to detect or prioritize code smells based on the severity, e.g., how bad the smells are. Such severity-based techniques are very useful and appropriate when the development team wants to improve the overall quality of the software. Solving code smells that contribute most to the decay of the source code is likely to be more useful than solving those which have little effect on the system.

However, in the real world situation, development teams have limited time for delivery the product, not to mention improved quality of the source code. Many reports have described that developers refactor their code only when they must modify source code [9]. In this situation, solving the most severe code smell might not be the best option because solving such smells might not contribute to supporting developers’ implementation directly. In contrast, solving code smells according to context-based detection or prioritization might provide better alternatives because solving context-related smells is likely to facilitate the implementation of developers.

No clear distinction exists to indicate which smell prioritization type is the best approach. Developers can select the most appropriate approach depending on their situation.

B. Can Our Approach Predict the Smells to be Refactored?

The aim of our technique is not to predict the smells that will be refactored by developers. One might consider conducting an empirical study to confirm whether or not the provided ranking of smells by the proposed technique fits the modules to be refactored. For example, Bavota et al. [10] investigated the relation between the quality of a software product and related refactoring activities and provided a dataset of the refactored class level smells. We measured the accuracy of rankings of ArgoUML ver. 0.22–0.24 using the number of refactorings applied to smells as the oracle extracted from this dataset provided by Bavota et al. [10]. As a result, all of the techniques produced the rankings of poor quality. We obtained the nDCG values of 0.32, 0.34, 0.45, 0.23, and 0.22, respectively, for the baseline (severity-based technique), VSM, LSI, VSM+Dyn, and LSI+Dyn (context-based techniques). Because developers in the current development style do not solve smells frequently [10], most recommended smells on the rankings were not actually refactored even if they should be refactored. Our aim is not to predict the smells that current software developers are solving but to recommend the smells that have enough impact on their development.

V. Related Work

Because code smell detectors tend to generate a huge number of smells, many techniques have been proposed to reduce the number of code smell detection results. Fontana et al. [27] proposed a technique to reduce the number of code smell detection results by application of strong and weak filters, but the method limits the technique to code smells of five types. Arcoverde et al. [28] presented four heuristics to prioritize code smells based on the relevance of potential contribution to software architecture degradation. Ratiu et al. [29] used historical information to filter out the entities that might not have a negative effect from the original results detected using single-version strategy. They also identified most dangerous smells using additional analyzed historical information. However, their technique is limited to God Class and Data Class code smells. Fontana et al. [30] also introduced Code Smell Intensity index as a criterion to prioritize code smells. The approach devotes attention specifically to the most severe smell instances, but it is limited to code smells of seven types, whereas our approach specifically examines the more context-related smell instances. Moreover, it is not limited to specific smells. The novel point of our approach compared to them is that our approach is applicable to smells of many kinds. We prioritize every smell in the detection result based on the relevance to the developers’ context.
Some existing techniques also use the context of developers to detect code smells [31], [32], but they can be regarded as supporting the postfactoring phase because such techniques detect code smells during the source code editing process used by developers.

Vidal et al. [33] proposed a technique to prioritize code smells based on three criteria: historical information of component modification, relevance of type of code smell from developers’ perspective, and modifiability scenarios of the system. The technique prioritizes code smells based on the context of developers using modifiability scenarios. However, such information requires manual work specifying scenarios and related source code components. In contrast, our technique processes this step automatically. Consideration of other factors such as past modification of components or code smell type preferences of developers remains as a subject of our future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

As described in this paper, we proposed a technique for prioritizing code smell detection results by consideration of developers’ current context. The result of our technique is a list of prioritized smells based on the relevance to the developer context. The more relevant to the developer context, the higher the rank that smell is placed on the list. Therefore, our approach can assist the developers prioritizing code smells for the prefactoring phase. Our technique is useful for planning how to prefactor the source code before implementing sets of issues in an issue-tracking system. Our preliminary evaluation indicated that our technique can be useful.

Our future work includes conducting case studies to confirm that relevant code smells, as defined in this context, are useful to developers. Furthermore, we must consider other factors that might affect developers’ decisions related to fixing smells, e.g., the severity of smells, the effort needed to fix the smells, and the importance of the issues. In addition, more projects must be undertaken to evaluate our technique.
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